
FREE MEDICINE, HIGHER EDUCATION, and GUARANTEED JOB PLACEMENT IS A BIRTH 
RIGHT


David Markham, one of the lead influencers for OMNi networks, hosted a feature story recently 
on one of the core tenets we cling to: equal, free opportunity and provision for all.


Some highlights from the segment:


“OMNI will continue to support regimes, administrations, and authorities which push us toward 
a future where all global citizens are given equal access to opportunity as well as resources. I 
represent emerging generations—the majority of thirty-somethings and twenty-somethings and 
younger people that value equality and social justice above all other virtues. I am so proud to 
work for a company that will be in the thick of making these ideas the cornerstones of the 
global community.”


Indeed, OMNIcorp is heavily vested in the spheres of influence which are quickly bringing 
about societal evolution-one toward a new era where humans of all backgrounds and beliefs 
are given equal share in all things.


“One of the great evils of modern civilization is the inequality that results from imperialism and 
free markets. Thankfully, we are turning a corner on this as a society. We are fighting, and 
winning, this battle on many fronts…the media, the education system, entertainment, the 
medical establishment, governments. We are seeing a shift in philosophy across the board; 
capitalism will soon be a thing of the past.”


“The fact is, mine is the first generation to articulate and embrace these things fully. We will 
surrender our individual pursuits of arbitrary wealth in the name of doing what is best and right 
for the many. And because of this, we will sleep deeply at night. Not only will we institute 
regimes in the future which will ensure that our human rights are provided for by governments, 
but so that none will be left wanting. The world owes it to us all…healthcare, education, jobs, 
groceries. When OMNI is finished we will never worry about any of these things again.”


